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Innate type 2 immune cells are activated in response to

helminths, allergens, and certain types of proteases and

particulates. Recently, innate type 2 immune pathways have

also been implicated in protective host responses to

homeostatic perturbations, such as metabolic dysfunction,

atherosclerosis, and tissue injury. In this context, innate type

2 cytokines stimulate local tissues, recruit eosinophils, and

alternatively activate macrophages to restore homeostasis. As

the major source of innate interleukin (IL)-5 and IL-13, group

2 innate lymphoid cells are positioned to initiate and maintain

homeostatic type 2 responses. The absence of exogenous

stimuli in these processes implicates endogenous pathways in

the activation of type 2 immunity and suggests an alternative

evolutionary trajectory for type 2 immunity, apart from its role in

response to helminths and allergens.
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Introduction
Type 2 immunity describes cell and tissue processes

driven by the cytokines IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, and IL-13,

which are typically associated with adaptive T helper 2

(Th2) cells. The study of these pathways in innate immu-

nity was greatly informed by the discovery of group

2 innate lymphoid cells, ILC2s, which are the major

innate sources of IL-5 and IL-13. These cytokines

respectively underpin the recruitment of eosinophils

and the alternative activation of macrophages [1�].

Although typical agonists of innate type 2 immunity

include helminths, allergens, and certain particles and

proteases, we focus here on innate type 2 signaling in the
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absence of these exogenous agonists using models of

metabolic dysregulation, atherosclerosis, and tissue

repair. After a summary of recent findings in this field,

we consider how ILC2s can initiate and maintain homeo-

static type 2 responses and how endogenous pathways

might contribute to ILC2 activation in the absence of

exogenous stimuli. Finally, we consider evolutionary

forces besides helminths that may have shaped innate

type 2 responses. Although we focus on innate pathways

here, it is important to realize that these innate responses

positively regulate adaptive type 2 immunity [2�] and are

in turn positively regulated by adaptive responses [3].

Metabolic homeostasis
The symptoms of human metabolic syndrome or pre-

diabetes — including central obesity, glucose intolerance,

and insulin resistance — are recapitulated in mice fed

high-fat diet (HFD). Disease is exacerbated in the

absence of IL-5 or IL-13, suggesting a protective role

for type 2 responses. Consistently, transgenic mice over-

expressing IL-5 are leaner and more glucose tolerant [4],

while treating wildtype mice with IL-4 during HFD

protects against insulin resistance [5].

Current models suggest that metabolic syndrome arises

from disrupted immune homeostasis in the fat and liver.

In particular, the activation status of macrophages in these

sites influences the disease: an increase in classically

activated macrophages exacerbates disease, whereas

higher numbers of AAMs are associated with protection

[6]. Induction of AAMs is likely a key mechanism by

which IL-4 and/or IL-13 protect against metabolic syn-

drome. Accordingly, other pathways that promote AAMs,

such as signaling through the fatty acid-sensing peroxi-

some proliferator-activated receptor gamma and delta

(PPARg/PPARd), adenosine receptor 2B, or Krüppel-like

factor 4 (KLF4), are also associated with metabolic

homeostasis [7–11]. Macrophage-specific deletion of

Pparg or Ppard increases obesity, decreases glucose tol-

erance, and increases insulin resistance in mice fed HFD

[8,10,11]. Mechanistically, AAMs were shown to secrete

an unknown factor that promotes oxidative metabolism in

hepatocytes [11]. AAMs may also improve metabolic

homeostasis indirectly by dampening type I inflam-

mation.

In addition to polarizing macrophages, IL-4 and IL-13 can

act directly on hepatocytes to regulate metabolism. IL-13

signaling inhibits expression of gluconeogenesis genes

[12�], and IL-4 and/or IL-13 signals shift hepatocytes
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from fatty acid oxidation to glucose oxidation [5]. The

metabolic phenotype in IL-5-deficient and IL-5-trans-

genic animals suggests a role for eosinophils as well.

Indeed, increased eosinophilia in visceral adipose tissue

(VAT) correlates with decreased obesity and improved

glucose homeostasis during HFD [4,13��]. AAMs are

reduced in eosinophil-depleted fat, suggesting that eosi-

nophils regulate metabolism in part by maintaining AAMs

[4]. Whether eosinophils also act directly on hepatocytes

or adipocytes remains unknown.

Atherosclerosis
Atherosclerosis, the thickening of arterial walls due to

accumulation of lipids such as cholesterol and triglycer-

ides in arterial plaques, is associated with an increased

risk of heart attack and stroke. In mice, atherosclerosis is

modeled by disrupting lipid clearance, by deleting either

the lipoprotein transporter apolipoprotein E (Apoe) or the

low-density lipoprotein receptor (Ldlr). These models

suggest that IL-13 is protective against disease pro-

gression. Atherosclerosis is accelerated in Ldlr�/� mice

reconstituted with Il13�/� as compared to wildtype bone

marrow cells [14�]. In Ldlr�/� or Apoe�/� mice with

established lesions, treatment with recombinant IL-13

improves plaque morphology by reducing total numbers

of macrophages and shifting remaining macrophages to

an AAM phenotype [14�]. The role of IL-4 in atheroscle-

rosis remains more controversial. Some studies have

indirectly implicated IL-4 as pro-atherosclerotic

[15,16], although others found little or no effect

on disease in Apoe�/� Il4�/� mice reconstituted with

Il4�/� bone marrow [17].

As in metabolic syndrome, the polarization of tissue

macrophages in atherosclerosis predicts pathology, with

classically activated macrophages associated with disease

progression and AAMs with protection [18]. Consistently,

atherosclerosis is exacerbated when AAM-promoting

pathways, such as signaling through thioredoxin-1 and

KLF4, are deleted [19,20]. The mechanism by which

AAMs or IL-13 protect against atherosclerosis is not

defined. Macrophages treated with IL-13 in vitro increase

uptake and efflux of cholesterol, suggesting an enhanced

capacity to clear lipids [14�]. AAMs may also act indirectly

to dampen type I inflammatory phenotypes that promote

atherosclerosis [18].

The role of eosinophils in atherosclerosis has not been

studied directly, but plaque size is increased in Ldlr�/�

mice reconstituted with Il5�/� bone marrow [21]. The

authors of this study link the phenotype to a deficiency of

B1 cell-derived antibodies targeting oxidized lipids, but a

role for eosinophils has not been excluded.

Tissue repair
Adaptive type 2 responses to allergens or infection are

associated with tissue remodeling, which not only serves
www.sciencedirect.com 
to physically isolate worms or allergens, but also contrib-

utes to wound repair and recovery [22�,23]. Recent stu-

dies have examined the role of type 2 pathways in wound

healing and tissue regeneration in the absence of patho-

genic infection. The experimental models for these stu-

dies include wound healing at barrier surfaces such as the

skin and colon, and tissue regeneration in the liver or

muscle following sterile injury.

As in the previous examples, primary evidence of a role

for type 2 pathways in tissue repair comes from exper-

iments in gene-targeted mice. Both Il4/13-deficient and

Il4ra (IL4/13 receptor subunit)-deficient mice have

reduced liver regeneration after partial hepatectomy

and impaired skeletal muscle regeneration after cardio-

toxin-mediated injury as compared to wildtype mice

[24,25�]. Mice deficient in IL-4 also show a defect in

liver regeneration [26]. In the colon, healing of a punch

biopsy wound is delayed in Stat6�/�mice, and when IL-4

and IL-13 are blocked [27]. In the lung, tissue repair

following influenza infection is facilitated by ILC2s and

the growth factor amphiregulin, for which ILC2s were

suggested to be a primary source [23].

Macrophages are a dominant immune cell type in

wounded tissues, where they are thought to be generally

beneficial. Wound-associated macrophages adopt a range

of phenotypes as healing progresses, and specific analysis

of IL-4/13-induced AAMs in tissue repair has only begun.

Using Arginase-1 (Arg1), Ym1, Cd206 (mannose receptor),

and/or Fizz1 as markers, AAMs have been identified in

wounded tissues, including skin, brain, peritoneum, and

muscle [28–31].

Using genetic tools to inducibly deplete Lysozyme 2

(Lyz2) expressing cells, one study tested the roles of

macrophages during the stages of wound repair in the

skin. Depletion during the early and middle stages of

healing led to a selective loss of Fizz1/Ym1+ macro-

phages, and this was associated with delayed wound

closure, reduced proliferation of myofibroblasts, and poor

revascularization [32�]. Similarly, in Trem2�/� and Klf4�/�

mice, where AAM polarization is inhibited, wound healing

was delayed [9,27]. Mechanistically, AAMs have been

proposed to secrete mitogens and pro-angiogenic signals,

and to participate in debris clearance [33]. The AAM

marker ARG1 has been implicated in collagen synthesis

[34].

In some models, eosinophils have also been implicated in

tissue repair. Both muscle repair following cardiotoxin

administration and liver regeneration following partial

hepatectomy are reduced in eosinophil-deficient

dblGata1 mice [24,25�], although contributions from other

Gata1-expressing cell types have not been ruled out [35].

Eosinophils may provide IL-4 to damaged tissue and may

secrete other factors that promote repair [24,25�]. It is
Current Opinion in Immunology 2014, 31:58–65
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unknown whether eosinophils sustain AAMs during tis-

sue repair, as they appear to do in the fat.

Type 2 cytokines also promote tissue repair through

direct action on parenchymal cells. In fact, during liver

regeneration, the IL-4/13 receptor subunit IL4Ra is

dispensable in Lyz2+ myeloid cells (such as macrophages),

but required in hepatocytes for proliferation [25�]. IL4Ra

signaling also drives proliferation of fibro/adipogenic pro-

genitors, which contribute to debris clearance during

muscle regeneration [5].

ILC2s: initiating and coordinating the innate
type 2 response
The three examples of homeostasis discussed above share

several characteristics, including the IL-5-dependent

accumulation of eosinophils and the maintenance of

AAMs, which requires IL-4 or IL-13. ILC2s, which are

systemically distributed in tissues at birth [36��], represent

the dominant innate source of IL-5 and IL-13 upon acti-

vation [1�,37�]. Thus, ILC2s can both initiate and maintain

innate type 2 responses, suggesting that these cells may be

important contributors to homeostasis (Figure 1).
Figure 1
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In support of this hypothesis, ILC2s are constitutively

present in the VAT of mice fed a normal chow diet [13��].
On the basis of genetic lineage tracing, �75% of VAT

ILC2s express IL-5 and �30% express IL-13. ILC2s

comprise �90% of all IL-5+ cells and �80% of all

IL-13+ cells, with CD4+ T cells accounting for the

remainder. Deletion of IL-5-producing or IL-13-

producing cells leads to a loss of both eosinophils and

AAMs from the VAT. Since both eosinophils and AAMs

are present in the VAT of Rag1�/�mice that lack CD4+ T

cells, these results suggest that ILC2s are both necessary

and sufficient for the homeostatic maintenance of eosi-

nophils and AAMs in VAT.

Whether ILC2s similarly regulate AAMs and eosinophils

during tissue injury or reparative responses to atheroscle-

rosis remains unknown, but several findings suggest their

involvement. Following tissue injury, induction of Arg1/
Fizz1+ macrophages and recruitment of eosinophils are

intact in Rag1�/� mice, suggesting an innate source of

IL-4/13 and IL-5 [30]. Further, in atherosclerosis and heart

disease, IL-33, a key activator of ILC2s, can have protec-

tive effects. Treating Apoe�/� mice with recombinant
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IL-33 blocks foam cell formation and reduces plaque size

[38,39]. Conversely, elevated serum levels of the IL-33

decoy receptor (sST2) predict adverse cardiac outcomes in

humans [40].

The role of IL-4
While ILC2s are the primary source of innate IL-5 and

IL-13, there is little evidence that they express IL-4 in

mice. Indeed, analysis of IL-4 and IL-13 in vivo using

reporter mice infected with the hookworm Nippostrongy-
lus brasiliensis revealed a striking segregation of their

expression [41�]. In particular, IL-4 production was

restricted to cells of the adaptive immune response

(follicular helper T and Th2 cells) and to basophils, which

require adaptive responses for recruitment to tissues or

activation by IgE [42]. ILC2s were the predominant

innate source of IL-13 in this model. Similar findings

were established using an independently generated IL-13

reporter [43�]. Together, these data suggest that ILC2-

derived IL-13 initiates type 2 responses, whereas IL-4,

produced primarily by recruited cells like Th2 cells and

eosinophils, serves to amplify the response (Figure 1).
Figure 2
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Type 2 invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells are another

source of IL-4/5/13, and have been associated with pro-

tection in metabolic syndrome [44–46]. The steady-state

presence of iNKT cells in tissue is, however, still unclear.

While they are abundant in the liver, their residence in fat

is variable, perhaps due to differences in animal housing

conditions [13��,44]. Finally, in several models it remains

to be determined if phenotypes in Il4/13�/� and Il4ra�/�

mice are due to loss of IL-4, IL-13, or both.

ILC2s: integrating homeostatic signals
In the examples discussed, there is no apparent require-

ment for classical type 2 agonists such as helminths,

allergens, or exogenous proteases. How then are ILC2s

activated during homeostatic type 2 responses? Many

endogenous signals, including IL-33, IL-25, thymic stro-

mal lymphopoietin (TSLP), prostaglandin D2, leuko-

triene D4, vasoactive intestinal peptide, and TL1A can

promote ILC2 cytokine secretion in vitro, and, in most

cases, in vivo (Figure 2) [36��,37�,47�,48,49�]. Addition-

ally, IL-9 may play roles in both auto-amplification and
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augmentation of Th9-derived signals to enhance ILC2

cytokines [50�,51].

We propose that by integrating these diverse signals,

ILC2s monitor the homeostasis of their surrounding

tissue. For example, IL-33, a potent ILC2 activator, is

constitutively maintained in the nucleus of epithelial and

endothelial cells as a pro-cytokine and released during

necrosis or mechanical strain [52,53]. Therefore, by

monitoring IL-33, ILC2s can promote eosinophil and

AAM accumulation following local tissue damage, a

response that the results discussed above suggest could

mitigate tissue injury.

Much less is known about the regulation of other ILC2-

activating signals. While some of the intracellular path-

ways required for IL-25, TSLP, or eicosanoid production

are known, the upstream mechanisms that activate these

responses in vivo remain incompletely defined. In our

model, deviations from normal set points such as oxygen

tension, pH, or temperature [54��] might be involved

(Figure 2). In addition, ILC2s might be activated directly

or indirectly by changes in tissue metabolism [13��] or

neural inputs [55�]. These remain active areas of inves-

tigation.

The diversity of signals to which ILC2s respond could

also explain how ILC2s detect diverse agonists such as

helminths, particles, and proteases. Rather than detecting

a unique feature of each perturbation, ILC2s likely

respond to the tissue disruptions common to them all.

Nonetheless, the activation of type 2 signaling in the

absence of exogenous stimuli suggests that type 2 path-

ways may not have emerged in direct response to hel-

minths.

Innate type 2 immunity: not just for worms?
The evolution of type I immunity to protect vertebrates

from bacteria and viruses is well supported by human

genetic deficiencies [56] and the complications induced

by therapeutics that target these pathways (e.g. anti-

TNFa). The same is not so apparent for type 2 immunity

and worm infections [57–59]. While some worms cause

significant disease, many humans and essentially all feral

vertebrates are chronically parasitized by helminths with

little consequence, despite type 2 immune responses. In

fact, instances in which helminth parasites counteract

more serious immune pathologies, such as allergy or

ulcerative colitis, have been noted [60,61], as have

instances in which host type 2 immunity is induced as

a prerequisite for parasite maturation [62,63]. Taken

together, the evidence suggests that multi-cellular para-

sites may not have been the earliest evolutionary drivers

of type 2 responses. Perhaps type 2 pathways emerged to

maintain homeostasis, as described above, and were later

co-opted in response to chronic parasitism. For example,

the roots of type 2 immunity may lie in primitive tissue
Current Opinion in Immunology 2014, 31:58–65 
repair responses, as others have noted [59]. Mucin induc-

tion, for example, is a target of the wounding response

even in primitive cnidarians, Nematostella vectensis [64].

To understand the primordial role of type 2 pathways, it

would be helpful to know when the genetic locus encod-

ing IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, and IL-13 first emerged. While all

bony vertebrates from zebrafish to humans encode IL-4/-

13 and have eosinophils [65,66], the picture is less clear in

more primitive lineages. Initial reports suggested that

cartilaginous fish lack type 2 cytokines [67], but a more

targeted analysis of the elephant shark genome identified

several IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 candidate genes based on

homology [68]. Moving further down the evolutionary

tree, it will be interesting to examine if lampreys and

other jawless vertebrates encode type 2 genes. Clearly,

uncovering the early evolutionary drivers of type 2 path-

ways remains an important challenge.

Remaining questions
The study of homeostatic type 2 responses is just begin-

ning, and there are many unresolved questions. We have

highlighted the importance of understanding pathways

that lead to ILC2 activation, but our understanding of

downstream mechanisms is similarly lacking. AAMs and

eosinophils are important effectors, but how do these cells

contribute to tissue repair, restriction of plaque formation,

or metabolic homeostasis? Are there other tissues or

processes in which these pathways are important? For

example, IL-4/13 and AAMs sustain non-shivering

thermogenesis in brown fat [69] and, together with eosi-

nophils, drive cold or exercise-induced beiging of fat

[54��,70��]. There is also a requirement for IL-4/13 during

mammary gland development [71]. Are these ILC2-de-

pendent processes? Much further work is necessary to

address these questions.

Finally, what are the therapeutic implications of these

findings? Mice treated with recombinant IL-33 or infected

with N. brasiliensis to stimulate ILC2 responses show

lasting improvements in metabolic homeostasis while on

HFD [4,13��,72]. Do these findings extend to chronically

parasitized humans? Can ILC2 targeting improve organis-

mal homeostasis without causing type 2-associated path-

ologies, such as fibrosis? These are exciting possibilities,

and the study of homeostatic type 2 responses has also

provided important insights into the basic biology and

evolution of type 2 immunity. This will likely remain an

active area of research in the coming years.
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